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The pretty Georgian manor house, all
honeyed Bath stone, sits at the end of
an avenue of sky-high beech and lime
trees, surrounded by gardens like a Jane
Austen film set. On the grounds there’s a
personable cottage for weekending families, a world-class equestrian center, and
a serious cooking school. But you don’t
have to whip up your own supper. Chef
Hywel Jones plates up exquisite food in
his eponymous restaurant. That in itself
is a reason to stay. So are the roaring
fires, the paneled libraries, the canopied
four-poster beds, and the moody oil
paintings. A purposeful drive in recent
years to make the place feel less formal
has resulted in a cheery bounce in the
staff’s step, a raising of chatter levels
to almost a hum in the evenings, and a
relaxed atmosphere where you can wear
your robe down to the ESPA spa and
back again without feeling like a terrible
slob. Eagle-eyed guests will spot the
curious Greek elements dotted around—
the urns in the bathroom, the Acropolis
paintings in the dining room, the Hellenic
motif on the plates. This country retreat
feels resonant and rooted, delightfully
British to the core.
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Refined luxury blended with 21st
century living
Each of our 43 bedrooms are individually styled with unique key
features and luxury refined English
furnishings. The antique furniture combined with contemporary
touches ensure our historic rooms
are true to their past and provide
everything you’d expect from a
5-star hotel in the 21st century.

Quintessential country estate &
gardens
Lucknam Park is approached by
a magnificent mile long avenue
of four hundred lime and beech
trees planted in 1827. The gardens of the country hotel spread
over 5 acres and are set within
an impressive estate of 500
acres of listed parkland.
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